
Edges of perception in space 

 

Bio. 

 

Francisco Cuéllar is an artist and designer based in Reykjavík who produces sculptures, 

prototypes, gadgets and installations, lean to usability and interaction with a very hands-on 

approach. Rough material structures and art mixing together create contrast between big 

scale and small details. His practice moves towards the experimentation of daily materials to 

represent complex ideas and bring them closer to our understanding. He has a bachelor’s in 

industrial design from Anahuac university in Mexico City and a master’s degree in arts and 

design from the Iceland Academy of the arts. 

 

Abstract. 

 

How will humanity change under space conditions? This project creates a fictional scenario 

where our species face the changes of leaving Earth while we discover our perception of 

colour is gradually changing and we don´t see the way we used to. The translation of this topic 

takes us on a journey where we will experience the problem while understanding possible 

explanations for this issue. What if colour blindness could occur after prolonged stays in outer 

space due to variations in gravitational forces acting on our ocular system? Do weather 

conditions affect the way we will see other planets? These are some of the hypothesis that 

started the project and serve as the thread to follow in order to understand possible issues 

humanity will face on its journey to space colonization. The interaction between art and 

science creates this whole idea where these two disciplines work together to build up a 

scenario that humanity might face in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Edges of perception in space. 

 

Imagine that humanity has succeeded to inhabit Outer Space environments. Settlers have 

adapted to new planets, new atmospheres, and the constraints of long space travels. Factors 

like microgravity, strict physical routines, long term lockdowns are part of daily life in these 

inhospitable environments. With time, these new climates have modified our bodies, minds 

and lifestyles. Not long after leaving our home planet, some of us have noticed that objects 

and surfaces had lost their shine. Somehow things did not look as alive as they used to be. 

Human colonies have reported a loss in the ability to differentiate tones and, furthermore, 

children who were born in space cannot see colours at all. New devices are tested to bring 

colour back to Human life... 

 
This project started out as the final chapter in my thesis in which I spoke about medical issues 

aboard the international space station. There, I mentioned that blurred vision, appears in 

some astronauts as consequence of a damage in a specific area of the eye when they have 

been in microgravity for periods longer than 6 months. And according to the colour blind 

awareness organization, there are chances of developing colour blindness as result of 

lacerations in some parts of the eye as well. So, I linked these two areas of the human sight 

and as a result, I formulated the hypothesis under which I developed the narrative of the 

project: What if color blindness could occur after prolonged stays in outer space due to 

variations in gravitational forces acting on our ocular system? 



The aim of this project is to physicalize the hypothesis in an interactive way, to be able to 

understand better the issue the project is presenting and imagine possible scenarios in the 

future to know what further obstacles we will face as a result of this.  

Within my thesis research: “Extreme tools: the design of tools for extreme environments in 

Iceland and beyond”, I reviewed the tools used in space exploration during the Apollo mission 

to the moon and other artifacts we sent to other planets. Numerous of these places in the 

solar system can be directly linked to the climatic conditions of Iceland. Considering that the 

country is an analogue to space missions here on Earth, I proposed specific colors and patterns 

that tools must have to be easily detected in extreme weather conditions such as storms or 

permanent darkness. One of the inspirations was the daily life of color-blind people. They 

label specific things with patterns and use different materials to compensate the difficulty of 

differentiate colours. And after this research about the utility of certain colours and patterns 

in space, other critical questions appeared after the thesis analysis. How relevant the 

aesthetic of things in space is? If we remove colour what other problems we could face while 

using these tools or in daily life? This is where the concept of colour itself got more relevance 

in the whole process. 

 
 

 



 
With this new approach to the core concept, I started to dig further towards the idea of colour 

and its effect on human life. How to represent that we will gradually lose the ability of see 

colours as we do on Earth? The translation then moved into a physical way to represent the 

hypothesis and considering the previous research of space tools and objects, the final result 

was a prototype of a telescope that will help humanity to perceive colours the way we used 

to. This telescope became the apparatus that represents the core of the project: The 

visualization of colour blindness in space. In addition, 6 planets act as celestial bodies that we 

can observe depending on the colour combination we are using while looking through the 

telescope. These planets are illustrations with colorblind patterns to create the link with the 

idea of space exploration. Illustrations are made using the Ishihara colour test pattern with 

different modifications on the number of dots and saturation. 



 

As in the thesis research, the appearance of the tools (in this case, the telescope) is showing 

the potential stage of humanity in this fictional future. It is representing the process of making 

from scratch when we discover a new issue and try to solve it with what we have. We won´t 

always have all the resources that we want, and we will have to improvise and utilize materials 

that are at our disposal. I call it the dance between science and art, and it is a concept that 

was introduced at this point of the process. The mix of crafts and technology build together 

the final object and reflect the key concept of this stage. 

Once I got the material, I entered in the question of what is the narrative of the pieces in 

relation with space and interaction with people? The answer is an invitation for people, an 

invitation to discover. The whole project aims to create an environment of curiosity. Each 

piece has its own language, and the idea is that people find it with the help of tools. In this 

project not everything has been said nor being presented in an obvious way and that is the 

important part of curiosity here. 

The process was more a hands-on approach to constantly produce more variations. 

Planification of the final outcome was the biggest part and that includes finding solutions on 

technicalities and keeping in mind how do I picture the final result.  



 



 
The final installation shows that the project is a constant speculation on the fictional scenario 

of our perception capabilities in the future. Again, the dance between science and art makes 

itself present by leading the narrative. Because of the nature of the project (Science fiction), 

the door for a science-artistic hypothesis can remain open and active. 

 

The conclusion of the project is not a definitive result or sentence. But rather, a reflection on 

where to move towards and where to keep pushing the interaction between science and art. 

I already started this with Space Iceland. They are focusing on mapping Iceland’s space activity 

of industries and enthusiastic. My plan is to spread my project through this organization and 

follow up on how to reach a wider audience like other space agencies, museums or schools. I 

am starting this process to integrate my project into a workshops program in elementary and 

secondary schools leaded by Space Iceland. The aim is to give more information about space 

and develop a proposal for a project called “The Moon gallery”, for which we will have to 

come up with an object that has to fit in a cubic centimeter that will be sent to the Moon to 

start the first gallery there. 

 


